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Abstract
In this paper, we provide an improved version of Un-
DEMoN model for depth and ego motion estimation from
monocular images. The improvement is achieved by com-
bining the standard bi-linear sampler with a deep network
based image sampling model (DIS-NET) to provide better
image reconstruction capabilities on which the depth esti-
mation accuracy depends in un-supervised learning mod-
els. While DIS-NET provides higher order regression and
larger input search space, the bi-linear sampler provides ge-
ometric constraints necessary for reducing the size of the
solution space for an ill-posed problem of this kind. This
combination is shown to provide significant improvement in
depth and pose estimation accuracy outperforming all exist-
ing state-of-the-art methods in this category. In addition, the
modified network uses far less number of tunable parame-
ters making it one of the lightest deep network model for
depth estimation. The proposed model is labeled as ”Un-
DEMoN 2.0” indicating an improvement over the existing
UnDEMoN model. The efficacy of the proposed model is
demonstrated through rigorous experimental analysis on the
standard KITTI dataset.
1 Introduction
Depth and Ego motion estimation from images is an im-
portant problem in computer vision which finds applica-
tion in several fields such as augmented reality [19] [25],
3D construction [7], self-driving cars [10], medical imag-
ing [18] etc. Recent advances in deep learning have helped
in achieving new benchmarks in this field which is get-
ting better and better with time. The initial deep models
[3] [15] used supervised mode of learning that required
explicit availability of ground truth depth which is not al-
ways possible. This is partially remedied by using semi-
supervised methods which either use sparse ground truth
obtained from sensors like LIDAR [12] or make use of syn-
thetically generated data as ground truth [16]. Compared
to these methods, the unsupervised methods are becoming
more popular with time as no explicit ground truth infor-
mation is required for the learning process. In these cases,
the geometric constraints between a pair of images either
in temporal [32] [17] or spatial domain [9] or both [2] are
exploited to estimate the depth and pose information. Con-
tinuing this trend, we restrict our focus of discussion only
to unsupervised deep network models from here onwards
in the rest of this paper. Some of the most recent and best
results in this category are reported by methods such as,
Vid2Depth [17], UnDeepVO [13], DeepFeat-VO [31] and
UnDEMoN [2]. Vid2Depth [17] uses inferred 3D world ge-
ometry and enforces consistency of estimated point clouds
and pose information across consecutive frames. Since they
rely on temporal consistency (monocular sequence of im-
ages), the absolute scale information is lost. This is reme-
died in UnDeepVO [13] where authors enforce both spatial
and temporal consistencies between images as well as be-
tween 3D point clouds. UnDEMoN [2] further improves
the performance of UnDeepVO [13] by predicting dispar-
ity instead of depth and using different penalty function for
training. DeepFeat-VO [31] attempts to further improve the
results by including deep feature-based warping losses into
the training process. These deep features are obtained from
a depth model pre-trained on a different dataset.
In spite of these advancements, the depth and pose es-
timation results are still not close to what is obtained from
stereo methods [16] which use left-right image pair as input
to the network. There is still enough scope for improving
the accuracies of unsupervised methods. Most of the unsu-
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Figure 1: Architecture of UnDEMoN 2.0. It uses a deep network
based image sampler (DISNet) combined with a bi-linear image
sampler (BIS) to provide superior image reconstruction capabili-
ties required for training the depth estimation network (DispNet).
pervised methods try to minimize the reconstruction losses
either in temporal domain (forward-backward images) [32]
[17] or in spatial domain (left-right images) [9] or in both
[2] during the training process. Bi-linear interpolation is
one of the commonly used method for image reconstruc-
tion which is widely used in the view synthesis literature
[9] [32]. Bi-linear interpolation uses a quadratic regression
model to estimate color intensity of a target pixel by using
only four neighboring pixels of the source image. The use
of only four neighborhood points limits the ability of the
regression model to deal with large motions in the scene.
This is remedied by using a large search space (more than
four points) to estimate the target pixel as suggested in [17].
This, however, may not give good interpolation for far-away
objects. Furthermore, the accuracy of reconstruction can
be improved by using higher order regression model at the
cost of higher computational cost. This provides us the
necessary motivation to use a deep network model for im-
age reconstruction required for disparity estimation. This
deep network provides higher order regression which is ex-
pected to perform better a quadratic regressor used in bi-
linear sampler. In addition, it solves the problem of search
space required for interpolation as it takes the whole image
as the input. The use of deep network based image sampler
instead of using the standard bi-linear sampler commonly
used in other methods provides the basis for the work pre-
sented in this paper.
In this paper, we suggest several improvements to the
UnDEMoN architecture [2] with the aim to produce supe-
rior depth and pose estimation results. The proposed model
makes use of a deep network for reconstructing right image
given the left image and the corresponding disparity. This
is labeled as deep image sampler network (DISNet) which
is used along with a bi-linear sampler (BIS) to provide su-
perior image reconstruction abilities required for depth and
pose estimation. While the DISNet provides higher order
regression and larger input search space for interpolation,
the bi-linear sampler provides the necessary geometry con-
straints to reduce the solution space of this ill-posed prob-
lem. A simplified overview of the proposed framework is
shown in Figure 1. As one can observe, the disparity es-
timation network (DispNet) uses the image reconstruction
error obtained from both DISNet and BIS together for train-
ing. In addition to this, we use a thinner deep model (with
lesser number of hidden layers) compared to the previous
UnDeMoN model. The total number of parameters in the
proposed inference model is about one-fourth (only 25%)
of the original UnDEMoN model [2], making it one of the
lightest depth or disparity estimation model in the literature.
The resulting model provides superior depth and pose esti-
mation which outperforms all existing state-of-the-art meth-
ods. For instance, the proposed model provides 4.47%,
14%, 8.86% and 18% improvement over UnDEMoN [2],
Vid2Depth [17], DeepFeat-VO [31] and UnDeepVO [13]
respectively. The proposed model is named ”UnDEMoN
2.0” to indicate improvement over the previously existing
UnDEMoN model [2].
In short, the following two main contributions are made
in this paper: (1) The proposed model makes use of a deep
network based image sampling model for depth and pose
estimation which is a novel contribution in this field. (2)
The proposed model uses very less number of trainable pa-
rameters for achieving superior performance making it one
of the most computationally efficient deep model for depth
and pose estimation. our model. Finally, a rigorous analysis
of the network performance is carried out on KITTI dataset
and is compared with all existing state-of-the-art methods.
To the best of our knowledge, the results presented in this
paper are the best reported so far and hence forms a new
benchmark in this field.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An
overview of related work is provided in the next section.
The proposed model is described in Section 3. The experi-
mental results are analysed and compared in Section 4. Fi-
nally, the conclusion and future scope of improvement is
provided in Section 5.
2 Related Work
Depth and ego-motion estimation from images has a long
history in the literature. Initially researchers were using
conventional techniques to solve this problem. Some of
those include, stereo and feature matching techniques [23].
It is until recently, with the advancement of deep learn-
ing techniques and up-gradation of high performance com-
putational devices, like GPU machines, the computer vi-
sion researchers started applying deep learning techniques
[4, 26, 20, 9] and have shown significant improvements
over the conventional approaches. All these deep learning
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techniques can be broadly categorized as supervised (using
ground-truth depth data), semi-supervised and unsupervised
approaches. Most of the pioneering works in this direction
learn depth from images in a supervised manner by using
ground-truth data from depth sensors [26, 3, 15, 20, 11, 27].
However, over the period of time, the researches have in-
clined towards the unsupervised mode of solving the prob-
lem, mainly due to the constraint of generating ground-truth
depth data needed to train the network. So far, very few
works have been reported towards unsupervised depth and
pose estimation by using deep neural networks. Among
those few techniques, Garg et al. [5] first introduced the
concept of single-view depth estimation by using calibrated
stereo images. This approach is soon adopted and few
works with promising results are followed in the subsequent
years. Some of those techniques include [9, 32, 2, 17].
Godard et al. [9] introduced a loss function that incorpo-
rates the consistency between the disparities obtained from
both the left and right pair images and thereby beating the
then state-of-the art techniques on KITTI driving database.
However, the approach needed both left and right images
during the training process. In an attempt to overcome this
limitation of using both the left and right pair images dur-
ing training, Zhou et al. [32] first introduced a concept of
using only n temporally aligned snippets of images to train
the network. The work jointly estimates depth and camera
pose by using temporal reconstruction loss. Nevertheless,
one major concern with this technique is that, the absolute
scale information in depth prediction goes missing on using
monocular images alone. This is further remedied by Li et
al. [13], where they combine both the spatial and the tempo-
ral reconstruction losses to jointly predict scale-aware depth
and pose directly from monocular stereo images. Inspired
by this approach, Babu et al. [2] have further extended the
work and showed promising depth and pose estimation re-
sults on the KITTI dataset. They have incorporated a differ-
ential variant of absolute norm named Charbonnier penalty
[24] to the objective function.
In most of the aforesaid approaches, bi-linear interpola-
tion technique is applied for image warping. Although, the
method is readily adopted by many of the researchers due
to its simpler mathematical representation and lesser com-
putational cost, it has some important limitations, specially
while estimating depth and pose [28]. Bi-linear interpola-
tion uses only four neighborhood pixels, thereby limiting
the use of a larger search space needed for large/fast ob-
ject motion. This has been addressed in [28], where the
authors introduced a novel image warping technique with
larger search space to get better flow prediction for objects
with larger motion. This approach partially solves the prob-
lem, in a sense, that the use of a larger search space for
far away objects will introduce unnecessary extract features,
that will intern deteriorate the interpolation accuracy. An-
other work in this direction is proposed by Mahjourian et al.
[17]. Instead of using the bi-linear interpolation for image
warping they have used inferred 3D geometry of the en-
tire image to enforce consistency of the estimated 3D point
clouds and ego-motion across consecutive frames.
In contrast, we introduce a deep learning network,
named DIS-net along-with the bi-linear interpolation mod-
ule to jointly participate in image warping, thereby improv-
ing the depth and pose estimation accuracy.
3 The Proposed Method
In this section, we provide the details of modifications
that is applied to the UnDEMoN architecture [2] with an
aim to improve its performance. The UnDEMoN architec-
ture is composed of two deep networks namely, DispNet
and PoseNet. DispNet estimates disparity directly from a
monocular left image which is then used for estimating ab-
solute scale aware depth. On the other hand, the Pose Net
estimates the ego motion from a sequence of temporarily
aligned monocular left images (snippets). A bi-linear sam-
pler is used as a spatial image warping module to predict
right images given the left image and the left-to-right dispar-
ity. The overall depth and pose estimation accuracy is im-
proved by training the combined model with a Charbonier
Penalty function that incorporates both temporal and spatial
reconstruction losses.
The modifications carried out to the UnDEMoN archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 1. The modifications include
using a deep network based image sampler called DISNet
along with the standard bi-linear sampler (BIS) to compute
image reconstruction losses necessary for training the Disp-
Net. In this figure, L and R refers to the left and right
images of the stereo pair. Similarly R′ and R′′ refer to
the reconstructed images obtained using bi-linear sampler
(BIS) and DISNet respectively. The DISPNet is trained us-
ing the combined reconstruction losses obtained from these
two networks. In addition, a thinner version of encoder-
decoder model used in UnDEMoN architecture is used to
reduce the total number of tunable parameters thereby re-
ducing the overall computational complexity and memory
footprint of the deep model. This new architecture is la-
beled as ”UnDEMoN 2.0” indicating an improvement over
the existing model. The details of DISNet and necessary
motivations behind this are described below in this section.
3.1 Image Warping using DISNet
While the Figure 1 provides a simplified overview of
the proposed architecture, the details of underlying pro-
cesses are shown in Figure 2. The DispNet module takes
the left image Il as input and gives left-to-right disparity dl
3
Figure 2: Detailed overview of UnDEMoN 2.0 architecture. It
uses three deep network models, namely, DispNet, PoseNet and
DISNet. DISNet is a deep network based image sampler that pro-
vides better image reconstruction capabilities compared to a stan-
dard bi-linear sampler.
and right-to-left disparity dr as output. The bi-linear sam-
pler (BIS) based spatial image warping module uses Il and
dr to reconstruct the right image denoted by I ′r. By us-
ing the right image as the ground truth Ir, the spatial im-
age reconstruction loss for this module is denoted by the
symbol L1ap which is also known as the image appearance
loss. Similarly, disparities dr and dl are used for computing
the smoothness loss Lds and disparity left-right consistency
loss Ldlr. The PoseNet takes a temporally aligned snippet
of n monocular images (for n = 2, snippet is {It, It+1})
as input and gives ego motion between the images Pt→t+1.
Another bi-linear sampler based temporal image warping
module uses dlt, It+1 and Pt→t+1 to reconstruct the tempo-
rally aligned image I ′t. Taking It as the input, the temporal
image reconstruction loss L3ap is computed. The DISNet
takes Il and dr as input and reconstructs the right image de-
noted by I ′′r . This together with Ir as ground truth gives rise
to appearance loss denoted byL2ap. All these losses are used
for tuning the weight parameters for all the three networks
simultaneously. These training losses are described next in
this section.
3.2 Training Losses
Appearance loss
The appearance loss represents the error between the recon-
structed image and the actual image. It is mathematically
represented as:
Lap =
1
N
∑
ij
αρ(1−SSIM(Iij , I˜ij)+(1−α)ρ‖Iij− I˜ij‖
(1)
where I and I˜ are the original and reconstructed images
and ‖.‖ represents the L1 error norm between these two.
The SSIM is the structural similarity index [29] and ρ is
the Charbonier penalty function [2]. The parameter α < 1
defines the weight given to the L1 norm loss and the SSIM
to form a convex combination.
Disparity Smoothness:
We encourage the disparity to be smooth locally by taking
the L1 norm of disparity gradients ∂d. As depth disconti-
nuities often occurs at the image gradients, we use an edge
aware term using image gradients ∂I to weight the disparity
gradients ∂d. Mathematically it can be defined as :
Lds =
1
N
∑
ij
ρ(∂xdije
−||∂xIij ||) + ρ(∂ydije−||∂yIij ||)
(2)
Left-Right Consistency:
To further improve the coherence between the estimated
disparities, we project the disparities from one to another
and take the L1 norm between them. In a way, this helps in
enforcing the cycle consistency between the predicted dis-
parities [9]. For instance, consistency loss with left-to-right
disparity can be defined as:
Ldllr =
1
N
∑
ij
|dlij − drij+dlij | (3)
The total loss L includes appearance losses calculated
using left and right images from all the three networks (L1ap,
L2ap,L
3
ap), disparity smoothness loss Lds and left-right con-
sistency loss Ldlr. These are given as follows:
L1ap = λ
1
ap[L
l
ap(Il, I
′
l) + L
r
ap(Ir, I
′
r)]
L3ap = λ
3
apL
t+1
ap (It, I
′
t)
L2ap = λ
2
ap[L
l
ap(Il, I
′′
l ) + L
r
ap(Ir, I
′′
r )]
Lds = λds(L
l
ds + L
r
ds)
Ldlr = λ
d
lr(L
dl
lr + L
dr
lr )
L = L1ap + L
2
ap + L
3
ap + Lds + L
d
lr (4)
3.3 Effect of Image Reconstruction using DISNet
The effect of Deep Image Sampler on the image recon-
struction is shown in Figure 3. In this figure (a) shows
the original image, (b) and (c) are the reconstructed images
obtained using DISNet and bi-linear sampler (BIS) respec-
tively. As one can observe, BIS provides better reconstruc-
tion for low frequency information such color but fails to
reconstruction the structural attributes. In comparison, DIS-
Net provides better structural reconstruction compared to
bi-linear sampler at the cost of low frequency information.
Hence the combination of these two is expected to provide
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better reconstruction performance. The cropped out regions
high-lighting the differences between BIS and DISNet re-
constructions are shown in Figure 3 (d). This observation
is further confirmed by the plots shown in Figure 4 where
one can clearly see that the combination of DISNet and BIS
provides better lower reconstruction losses compared to the
models that only use bi-linear sampler for image reconstruc-
tion. The effect of DISNet on the overall depth and pose es-
timation accuracy will be described next in the experimental
section.
4 Experiments & Results
This section provides the details of various experiments
carried out and the analysis of results obtained from these
experiments to validate and corroborate the observations
and claims made in the previous section. The deep net-
work architecture shown in Figure 2 is implemented using
TensorFlow [1] which is trained and evaluated using the
popular KITTI dataset [6]. The DispNet is a fully convo-
lutional architecture composed of an encoder (from cnv1
to cnv5b) and a decoder (from upcnv5b) with multi scale
disparity outputs. We have removed the cnv6, cnv7, up-
cnv7 and upcnv6 layers of original architecture proposed
in UnDEMoN [2] to make it lighter. The decoders uses
skip connections [22] from encoder to improve the qual-
ity of the predictions. The PoseNet has a convolutional
encoder with two fully connected layers. The DISNet is
also similar to the DispNet in architecture except in the pre-
diction layers. In all these networks, Relu [?] activation
functions are used for non-linearities except in the output
layers. Please refer to the supplementary material for a de-
tailed description about network architectures. The model
has about 19 million parameters and takes around 25 hours
on a GTX-1080 GPU for executing 240K iterations with
input image resolution of 256 × 512. The popular Adam
optimizer is used with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99 and a learn-
ing rate of 1e−4. The learning rate is reduced by half af-
ter 3/5th and further by half after 4/5th of total iterations
respectively. All the weights (λ1ap, λ
2
ap, λ
3
ap, λds, λ
d
lr) are
fixed to 1.0. In order to avoid over smoothening of dis-
parity at final scale, we choose λds = 0.1/s where s is
the scale of the disparity with respective to the input res-
olution. Different kinds of data augmentations are applied
to the input images to avoid over-fitting. This includes ap-
plying flapping and cropping with a random probability of
0.5 and color augmentations, such as, random brightness,
random gamma and randomly shifting colors in the ranges
of [0.5, 2.0], [0.8, 1.2], [0.8, 1.2]. The evaluation of results
obtained is compared and analyzed next in the following
sections.
4.1 Depth Evaluation on KITTI DataSet:
KITTI 2015 [6] is one of the widely used datasets for
benchmarking in this field. It is comprised of 61 different
outdoor driving sequences with 42,382 images of resolution
1242 × 345. The dataset is divided into two splits namely,
stereo split and eigen split which are commonly used for
evaluating the performance of various deep network mod-
els as reported in the literature [9][2][3]. We also use the
same splits for evaluating the performance of our depth es-
timation model and compare it against the existing state-of-
the-art methods in this category. The comparison results for
stereo split is shown in Table 2 and those for eigen split is
shown in Table 1. As one can observe, the the proposed
UnDEMoN 2.0 model provides the best depth and estima-
tion results for both of these two splits compared to all other
state-of-the-art methods. In these tables, ‘Ours D’ refers to
the disparity estimation model similar to that used in pre-
vious UnDEMoN [2] that only uses a bi-linear image sam-
pler (BIS). The label ‘Ours D+DIS’ refers to the model that
uses a deep image sampler (DIS) along with the standard bi-
linear image sampler. Finally, the label ‘Ours D+DIS+P’
refers to the proposed UnDEMoN 2.0 model that combines
both depth and pose estimation networks.
It should be noted that the most of the existing models
[5],[2],[9],[13] are quite bigger in size. For instance, the
models like Monodepth [9], SfmLearner[32], Vid2Depth
[17] have used U-net [22] like architecture which is com-
posed of about 32 Million trainable weights. In contrast,
we use a trimmed version of previously reported UnDE-
MoN architecture [2] that only uses 8 Million parameters
while providing best in class performance in this category of
algorithms. Quantitatively, UnDEMoN 2.0 provides about
4.47% improvement over UnDEMoN [2] in terms of RMSE
error. This improvement is about 14%, 8.86%, 21% and
18% in case of Vid2Depth [17], DeepFeat-VO [31] ,SfM-
Learner [32] and UnDeepVO [13] respectively. These find-
ings are further corroborated by analysing the qualitative
comparison provided in Figure 6 where one can notice that
the performance of UnDEMoN and UnDEMoN 2.0 is visu-
ally similar but better than the other methods. These results
clearly demonstrates that the inclusion of deep image sam-
pler significantly improves the performance of depth esti-
mation models that only rely on bi-linear sampler for im-
age reconstruction. This can be easily verified by analysing
the figure 4 which shows that a combination of DISNet and
BIS provides lower image reconstruction losses compared
to those obtained using only Bi-linear sampler (BIS).
4.2 Pose Evaluation on KITTI DataSet
The performance of Pose Net is evaluated using the im-
age sequences of the Odometry split which are in the test
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Figure 3: Effect of Deep Image Sampling on image reconstruction. As one can observe, DISNet provides better reconstruction compared
to the conventional bi-linear sampler. (a) is the original image, (b) is the image reconstructed using DISNet, (c) is the image reconstructed
using bi-linear sampler (BIS) and (d) shows the crop outs which highlights the difference in reconstruction for both the methods.
Table 1: Performance Comparison of UnDEMoN 2.0 with existing state-of-the-art techniques using Eigen split [6]. Results for Liu et al.
[14] are taken from [9]. The Eigen et.al results are recomputed with Velodyne laser data. For fair comparison, the Eigen and Garg results
are computed according to crop described in [3] and [5]. The first part of the Table show results of Eigen split with Garg crop with 80
meter maximum depth. Similarly, second part show the results for Garg crop with 50 meters of maximum depth. The column Supervision
refers D as Depth, M as Monocular, MS as Monocular Stereo. These are the supervisions used while training. Our rows refer D as only
depth network, D+DIS as the combination of Depth+DISNet and UnDEMoN 2.0 as the combination of Depth + DIS + PoseNet. The cells
in blue color show the accuracy metric (higher is better) and the remaining columns give error metrics (lower is better).
Method Supervision Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE logRMSE δ <1.25 δ <1.252 δ <1.253
Train set mean D 0.361 4.826 8.102 0.377 0.638 0.804 0.894
Eigen et al.[3] Fine D 0.203 1.548 6.307 0.282 0.702 0.890 0.958
Liu et al.[14] D 0.201 1.584 6.471 0.273 0.680 0.898 0.967
Garg et al.[5] MS 0.152 1.226 5.849 0.246 0.784 0.921 0.967
SfM Learner [32] M 0.208 1.768 6.856 0.283 0.678 0.885 0.957
Vid2Depth[17] M 0.163 1.240 6.220 0.250 0.762 0.916 968
Monodepth [9] MS 0.148 1.344 5.927 0.247 0.803 0.922 0.964
UnDeepVO [13] MS 0.183 1.73 6.57 0.283 - - -
DeepFeat-V0 [31] MS 0.144 1.391 5.869 0.241 0.803 0.928 0.969
UnDEMoN [2] MS 0.139 1.174 5.59 0.239 0.812 0.930 0.968
Ours D MS 0.1365 1.1391 5.642 0.239 0.813 0.928 0.967
Ours D+ DIS MS 0.1339 1.105 5.448 0.232 0.815 0.930 0.970
UnDEMoN 2.0 MS 0.1277 1.0125 5.349 0.227 0.823 0.932 0.971
Garg et al.[5] MS 0.169 1.080 5.104 0.273 0.740 0.904 0.962
Monodepth [9] MS 0.140 0.976 4.471 0.232 0.818 0.931 0.969
SfM Learner [32] M 0.201 1.391 5.181 0.264 0.696 0.900 0.966
Vid2Depth[17] M 0.155 0.927 4.549 0.231 0.781 0.931 0.975
DeepFeat-VO [31] MS 0.135 0.905 4.366 0.225 0.818 0.937 0.973
UnDEMoN [2] MS 0.132 0.884 4.290 0.226 0.827 0.937 0.972
Ours D MS 0.129 0.8344 4.259 0.225 0.827 0.935 0.972
Ours D+ DIS MS 0.127 0.8016 4.161 0.220 0.829 0.938 0.974
UnDEMoN 2.0 MS 0.121 0.7619 4.078 0.215 0.837 0.940 0.974
set of the eigen split of the KITTI dataset as explained in
[2]. We use Absolute Trajectory Error [21] as a measure for
comparing the performance of our model with other state-
of-the-art methods in the field. The resulting comparison is
shown in Table 3. The SfMLearner [32] employs a post pro-
cessing stage that uses ground truth pose to obtain the abso-
lute scale information and is referred to by using the suffix
PP. For a fair comparison with our method that does not
use any ground truth, we obtain the results for SfMLearner
by removing this post processing step and is denoted by
the suffix noPP. Similarly, we compare the performance
of our algorithm with the monocular (VISO M) and stereo
(VISO S) version of the VISO [8] model which is a known
traditional method in this category. As one can see the Un-
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Table 2: Performance Comparison results when evaluated using KITTI split. The testing set consists of 200 images, taken from 28 different
scenes. Each image in the test set is associated with the disparity ground truth. The presented results of the state-of-the-art technique [9]
is achieved after implementing their code for the same validation set using our hardware setup. The cells in blue color show the accuracy
metric (higher the value, better the performance) and the remaining columns give error metrics (lower value gives better performance).
Method Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE logRMSE D1-all δ <1.25 δ <1.252 δ <1.253
Monodepth[9] 0.124 1.388 6.125 0.217 30.272 0.841 0.936 0.975
Ours Depth 0.1192 1.2891 5.959 0.214 30.406 0.840 0.937 0.974
Ours Depth+DIS 0.1166 1.0929 5.751 0.209 30.633 0.841 0.939 0.976
Table 3: Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) [21] for Translation and Rotation on KITTI eigen split dataset averaged over all 3-frame
snippets (lower is better). As one can see, UnDEMoN 2.0 outperforms the monocular versions UnDEMoN [2], SfMLearner noPP [32] and
VISO M [8] and is comparable with SfMLearner PP [32] and VISO S [8] (stereo version of VISO). Here, the terms tate and rate stand
for translational absolute trajectory error and rotational absolute trajectory error respectively.
Seq UnDEMoN 2.0 UnDEMoN[2] SfMLearner noPP [32] SfMLearner PP [32] VISO2 S [8] VISO M [8]
tate rate tate rate tate rate tate rate tate rate
00 0.0607 0.0014 0.0644 0.0013 0.7366 0.0040 0.0479 0.0044 0.0429 0.0006 0.1747 0.0009
04 0.0690 0.0007 0.0974 0.0008 1.5521 0.0027 0.0913 0.0027 0.0949 0.0010 0.2184 0.0009
05 0.0659 0.0009 0.0696 0.0009 0.7260 0.0036 0.0392 0.0036 0.0470 0.0004 0.3787 0.0013
07 0.0730 0.0011 0.0742 0.0011 0.5255 0.0036 0.0345 0.0036 0.0393 0.0004 0.4803 0.0018
Figure 4: The plot of image reconstruction loss during training.
The combination of DISNet and BIS leads to lower reconstruction
losses compared to models that only use bi-linear sampler (BIS).
DEMoN 2.0 outperforms UnDEMoN, SfMLearner noPP
and VISO M and is comparable to the VISO S and SfM-
Learner PP that use ground truth information explicitly.
5 Conclusion
This paper proposes several modifications to the pre-
viously published UnDEMoN architecture to improve its
performance in estimating depth and pose directly from
monocular images. The improvement is achieved by in-
cluding a deep network based image sampler into the Un-
DEMoN architecture. This combined with a traditional bi-
linear sampler provides superior image reconstruction ca-
pabilities which, in turn, improves the depth and pose es-
timation accuracy. This is motivated by the observation
that a deep network provides higher order regression and
larger input search space compared to a bi-linear sampler
that uses a quadratic regression and only four points in the
input space to estimate a pixel in the target image. In ad-
dition, the geometry constraints obtained from a bi-linear
sampler helps in reducing the solution space of an ill-posed
problem of this kind. The resulting network is named Un-
DEMoN 2.0 and is shown to outperform all existing deep
network models that use unsupervised learning for depth
and pose estimation. This feat is achieved by using one of
the lightest deep learning models that uses only a quarter
of the total number of tunable parameters used in UnDE-
MoN. However, the proposed model considers the scene to
be static and hence, can not deal with moving objects. This
can be addressed by incorporating optical flow into the deep
model as suggested in several other works, e.g. [30]. Sim-
ilarly, the reconstructed image quality can be further im-
proved by employing a discriminative network trained in an
adversarial fashion. A future direction for this work would
be to incorporate these two concepts to achieve complete
understanding of scene that includes both static as well as
moving objects.
6 Appendix
6.1 Model Architecture
This section provides an elaborate description of the
proposed UnDEMoN 2.0 architecture. The architecture
comprises of three networks: DispNet, PoseNet and DIS-
Net. DispNet predicts disparity from a monocular image,
PoseNet estimates ego-motion using a sequence of monoc-
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Figure 5: The UnDEMoN 2.0 results on KITTI Eigen split [3] dataset compared to the state-of-the-art methods like SfMLearner
[32],UnDEMoN [2] and DeepFeat-VO [31]. As one can observe, our proposed method provides better depth estimate compared to these
methods.
ular images and finally DISNet uses the input image and the
predicted disparity to reconstruct the opposite stereo view.
6.1.1 DispNet
DispNet predicts left to right and right to left disparities for
a given monocular image as an input. It is further used to
calculate depth at every pixel. Let us consider Il as the
input image and the network predictions as dl and dr for
left to right and right to left disparities respectively. The
pixel locations of the right image I ′r is can be calculated as
Il + d
r. We have used inverse image warping technique
to add color intensities to the new pixels of I ′r by sampling
from left image using bi-linear interpolation. Once the dis-
parity is known the depth D can be calculated as D = b×fd
where b is the baseline distance between the stereo cam-
eras and f is the rectified focal length. The network has the
ability of multi-scale disparity estimation which in turn en-
ables the network to avoid gradient locality problem. An
architectural overview of the network is provided in the
Table:4. Relu is used as a non-linear activation function
in all the layers of the network expect the output layers
(disp1,disp2,disp3, disp4). We restrict the the maximum
disparity to be 30% of the input image width by employing
a sigmoid activation function in those layers.
6.1.2 PoseNet
The detailed network architecture of the PoseNet is shown
in Table:5. Relu is used as an activation function in all the
layers except in r, t layers. No activation functions used
for the r, t layers. The network take sequence of monoc-
ular images (n-frame snippets) and estimates (n − 1) × 6
pose vectors. Lets consider two temporally aligned im-
ages as It, It+1 and the predicted pose vectors are given
by Pt→t+1. Having known these parameters, one can easily
reconstruct the image I ′t from the forward image It+1 us-
ing the P,Dt,K by inverse image warping. Where Dt is
the depth of the image It which is predicted using DispNet
and K is the calibration matrix. Mathematically, this can be
represented as
pt+1i = KPt→t+1D
t
iK
−1pti (5)
6.1.3 DISNet
The proposed Deep Image Sampling network (DISNet) is
also similar to the DispNet except the output layers. The
output layers have 3-channels for R,G B respectively.
However, these layers have no activation functions. The
network takes a left or a right image (Il or Ir) and the cor-
responding disparity (dr or dl) as input to predict the oppo-
site stereo image (I ′′r or I
′′
l ). The DISNet also features multi
scale image estimations.
6.2 Misc:
This section gives the details of the matrices used to anal-
ysis and compare the results with the existing state-of-the-
art methods. Some more depth estimation results are also
provided later in this section where the performances of the
proposed UNDEMON 2.0 is shown to provide superior re-
sults over the current state-of-the art.
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Table 4: DispNet architecture, where channels represents input/output channels for the each layer and in, out represents the
input/output resolution scale with respective to the input image resolution. Encoder and Decoder parts are shown differently
as two sections. In decoder * represents 2× upscaling of its current scale.
Layer Kernel Stride channels in out input
conv1 7× 7 2 3/32 1 2 Left
conv1b 7× 7 1 32/32 2 2 conv1
conv2 5× 5 2 32/64 2 4 conv1b
conv2b 5× 5 1 64/64 4 4 conv2
conv3 3× 3 2 64/128 4 8 conv2b
conv3b 3× 3 1 128/128 8 8 conv3
conv4 3× 3 2 128/256 8 16 conv3b
conv4b 3× 3 1 256/256 16 16 conv4
conv5 3× 3 2 256/512 16 32 conv4b
conv5b 3× 3 1 512/512 32 32 conv5
upconv5 3× 3 2 512/256 32 16 conv5b
iconv5 3× 3 1 512/256 16 16 upconv5+conv4b
upconv4 3× 3 2 256/128 16 8 inconv5
iconv4 3× 3 1 256/128 8 8 upconv4+conv3b
disp4 3× 3 1 128/2 8 8 iconv4
upconv3 3× 3 2 128/64 8 4 iconv4
iconv3 3× 3 1 130/64 4 4 upconv3+conv2b+disp4*
disp3 3× 3 1 64/2 4 4 iconv3
upconv2 3× 3 2 64/32 4 3 iconv3
iconv2 3× 3 1 66/32 2 2 upconv2+conv1b+disp3*
disp2 3× 3 1 32/2 2 2 iconv2
upconv1 3× 3 2 32/16 2 1 iconv2
iconv1 3× 3 1 18/16 1 1 upconv1+disp2*
disp1 3× 3 1 16/2 1 1 iconv1
Table 5: PoseNet architecture, where channels are defined as input/output channels for the each layer and in, out represents
the input/output resolution scale with respective to the input image resolution. PoseNet is composed of convolutional encoder
followed by Fully connected layers. Fully connected layers are used in FC, t, r layers. H,W are the input image height and
width respectively and n is the no of images in the input sequence.
Layer Kernel Stride channels in out input
conv1 7× 7 2 n× 3/16 1 2 Left
conv2 5× 5 2 16/32 2 4 conv1
conv3 3× 3 2 32/64 4 8 conv2
conv4 3× 3 2 64/128 8 16 conv3
conv5 3× 3 2 128/256 16 32 conv4
conv6 3× 3 2 256/256 32 64 conv5
conv7 3× 3 2 256/512 64 128 conv6
FC1 H128 × W128 × 512/512 conv7flat
t 512/(n− 1)× 3 FC1
r 512/(n− 1)× 3 FC1
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Figure 6: Additional qualitative results of UnDEMoN 2.0 on KITTI Eigne Split with various state of the art methods.
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6.2.1 Structural Similarity Index:
Structural similarity index is a perceptual metric to estimate
how much the reconstructed image degrades with reference
to the original image. It is composed of three terms, namely
luminance mask, contrast mask and a structural term. The
index is given as follows.
SSIM(I, I˜) =
(2µIµI˜ + c1)(2σII˜ + c2)
(µ2I + µ
2
I˜
+ c1)(σ2I + σ
2
I˜
)
(6)
where, the values of c1, c2 are set to 0.012, 0.032 respec-
tively. In all the three losses presented in the paper we have
used a window size of 3× 3.
6.2.2 Evaluation Metrics
We have used several standard evaluation metrics to show
the efficacy of the proposed approach. These are given in
the following. Lets assume that the input image has a total
N no of pixels. For a pixel i, the predicted value is yi and
the ground truth is y∗i . Mathematically the metrics can be
represented as follows,
Abs Relative difference:
1
N
∑
iN
|yi − y∗i |
y∗i
Squared relative difference:
1
N
∑
iN
||yi − y∗i ||2
y∗i
RMSE Linear: .
√
1
N
∑
iN
||yi − y∗i ||2
RMSE log: .
√
1
N
∑
iN
||log yi − log y∗i ||2
Threshold: % of yi s.t max(
yi
y∗i
,
y∗i
yi
) = δ < thr
thr  [1.25, 1.252, 1.253]
6.2.3 More Qualitative Results:
We have shown more qualitative results of UnDEMoN 2.0
against several state of the art methods in Fig.6 for KITTI
dataset using Eigen split.
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